PICTURE BOOKS

- Ice Boy by David Ezra Stein (J P STEIN)
- Water is Water: a book about the water cycle by Miranda Paul (J P PAUL)
- Water in the park: a book about water and the times of the day by Emily Jenkins (J P JENKINS)
- These Seas Count by Alison Formento (J P FORMENTO)
- Anna Carries Water by Olive Senior (J P SENIOR)
- No More Water in the Tub by Tedd Arnold (J P ARNOLD)
- Sergio Makes a Splash by Edel Rodreiguez (J P RODRIGUEZ)
- Beach Feet by Kiyomi Konagaya (J P KONAGAYA)
- Pig Kahuna by Jennifer Gordon Sattler (J P SATTLER)
- Rain Fish by Lois Ehlert (J P EHLERT)
- Touch the Earth by Julian Lennon (J P LENNON)
- Rain by Linda Ashman (J P ASHMAN)
- The little red lighthouse and the great gray bridge by Hildegarde Hoyt Swift (J P SWIFT)

FACT BOOKS

- Why Should I Save Water by Jen Green (J 363.73 GRE)
- Simple Science: Float and Sink by Maria Gordon (J 532.2 GOR)
- All the Water in the World by George Ella Lyon (J 551.48 LYO)
- The Drop Goes Plop: A first look at the water cycle by Sam Godwin (J 551.48 GOD)
- Water by Emily Nye (J 553.7 NEY) (All aboard science reader. Station stop 1)
- The Magic Schoolbus at the Waterworks by Joanna Cole (J 363.61 COLE)
- Crossing Niagara: The Death-defying tightrope adventures of the Great Blondin by Matt Tavars (J 791.3 TAV)
- Who Likes the Rain? by Etta Kaner (J 551.57 KANER)
- Clouds by Anne Rockwell (J 551.57 ROCK)
- What are Oceans? by Lisa Trumbauer (J 551.7 TRU)
- The Brook Book: Exploring the Smallest Streams by Jim Arnosky (J 551.48 ARN)